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Agenda
1. Arc Fault/Arc Flash Basics
2. What happened in the ConEd substation
3. Possible reasons for the arc flash
4. Possible solutions to prevent future catastrophic arc flashes
5. Possible solutions to prevent future outages



What Happened on December 27th?

“Last night at 9:12 p.m., an electrical fault on a section of 
138,000-volt equipment in one of our Astoria substations 
caused a transmission disturbance and a sustained electrical 
arc flash, creating the blue light people witnessed. The 
equipment that malfunctioned is associated with voltage 
monitoring within the substation....”

-Excerpt from ConEd’s December 28, 2018 Press Release



What’s an Arc Flash?

Disclaimer: 
After 0:55, 

video 
contains 
graphic 
images. 
Viewer 

discretion is 
advised

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TCbDtSy32jQ


Arc Flash Fun Facts

Same phenomenon as lightning

Turns air into 4th state of matter, PLASMA



Temperatures 
reach 35,000 
degrees F

That’s 4x hotter 
than the surface 
of the Sun!! 



Can vaporize metals

Copper expands 67,000x at 
these temperatures



According to OSHA, 
there are 5-10 arc flash 
events every day



Substation Arc Flash Event in Venezuela

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iy_gJk26OmA


What happened in the substation?



Voltage Transformer



Electrical Tracking - One Possible Root Cause

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pTWi8jgqd0


Takeaways: Possible reasons why this happened
Two Necessary Failures: Equipment and Protection

Equipment:
Old and degraded electrical insulation
Loose Connections
Insufficient spacing
Animals

Protection:
Proper overcurrent protection schemes not working
Lack of redundancy with protection schemes (voltage and current readings)
Protection schemes relied on failing equipment



Possible Solutions and Modernization Steps
Fault Interruption devices (e.g. fuses, circuit breakers, relays)

Optical arc flash detection

Redundancy in protection schemes

Replace worn-out equipment

Expand substation size

Introduce distributed energy solutions to enable substation maintenance outages



What about the outage?
Solutions focus on ways to interconnect networks and enable distributed energy 
production and storage



Substations Serving Load



Substation outage = blackout



What if we introduce an intelligent switch?



Power can continue to flow to load



Distributed solar & storage


